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STEP 1- YOUR THINKING
1.Reflect on your learned patterns, those things you do unconsciously since you were a child, that are
aligned with your family, your role models and your environment growing up. These become our
filters for decision making as adults.

Cultural norms - 

Values -  

Ethics - 

Morals - 

Attitudes - 

Beliefs - 

Up to the age of 7, our brains are being wired based
upon all we have see, heard, felt and told ourselves.



 

2. Reflect on a decision that you made recently - reflect on those unconscious behaviours...

How did they impact your decision making?

Your reactions?

How do you react...

Under pressure?

Spontaneously?

Naturally?

When you are less stressed?

3. Now, how do you consciously adjust your behaviours at work or socially?

In your every day life?

Are you in alignment or is there a gap?

STEP 1- YOUR THINKING

Understanding our own thinking and behaviour style is
the key to self-leadership mastery



 

STEP 2 - YOUR BEHAVIOUR AND EDISC

What is natural for you and takes no energy?

What requires more energy and exhausts you?



 
How does this impact your...

Decision making?

Action taking?

Leadership? Influencing and inspiring others?

Attracting and engaging with clients?

How do others perceive you?

STEP 2 - YOUR BEHAVIOUR AND EDISC

It's an inside job first!



  
Communication is...7% words | 38% tonality | 55% physiology

Non-verbal clues include... proximity | gestures | touch | eye contact | appearance | posture

Rapport clues include matching... voice | breath | size of information | common experience | mirroring

And now you know what you know  about communication....
Think of a recent conversation you've had in our workplace or at home - where you've wanted to
inspire others - and it didn't go so well.

What was the desired outcome?

What was the actual outcome?

Be honest...
What did you do well?

What would you do differently?

What were the non-verbal cues you gave out?

What were the rapport cues you gave out?

STEP 3 - BUILDING TRUST AND RAPPORT



 

NOTES
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